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1 •    Intrgdu<?AÌl£ 

Industrial development is in the center -f ^cuem t-conooi' dfvt'luvt^i.t. 

a   lu The development of up-to-date lar-e-eeale  industrial   deduct i or.  r«*uir* 

time «nd important investments,     "erne time «,*J  It  see^-l  that   •.••*. rain   in- 

ference between the developing and the Industrially sloped ¿ountrie,-. con- 

sisted of the «odem machinery, equipment,  fartor-buildir-rs existir.,-, lu the 

latter.    More comprehensive investigation, aa well ar. iraeüeal rx^rienoe 

proved, however, that although the creation of the iterimi  basis, (the .^rcity 

of capital) certainly hampers rapid develop«ent, the ;ack of engineers, techni- 

cians, •killed workers and other qualified peraonrV.. who are able to use the 

»Odern technical aethods U •» «ven «ore important hindrance to develorment. 

Machinery and «mipaent, and for a certain tine also leading personnel and 

instructora, en be Sported; the «asses of the productive «un-power can be 

composed only of the nationals of the country and it is an exigence of the 

national interest to for» and eaploy nationale also as leading specialists. 

The training and education of the industrial man-power takeü a lone time. 

This creates - btcauae of the rapid scientific and technical development - 

increasing problems even in the developed countries.    The problems are even 

greater in the developing countries.    These situations have been recognised by 

the governante of the developed countries which make - also because of other 

social and cultural reasons - great efforts for the development of education. 

Appreciable help is given in this by the UN, UNESCO, other international organi- 

sations and also by the developed countries. 

The preparation of the labour force for industrial development and the 

acceleration of this development require   a clear view concerning the structural 

change« of the labour force, which are a precondition as w*ll as a consequence 

of industrial development.   This <s particularly important for the developing 

countries, which can import industrial machinery, equipment and technologie«, 

but cannot take over without changes in either the Btructure of the labour fon- 

or their education - and training - systems. 

The aim of this study is to give information on the structural chance of 

the labour force which goes together with Industrial development, on the posaible 

/... 
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classification of industries based on the quality and structure of the labour 

force, as well as on the change of this latter, and on some main conclusions 

which can be based on the analysis of the changing man-power structures. 

2- latria! Development and structural Change of the l*^ F?rr 

Industry is in the heart of contemporary social and economic development. 

The developed countries, that is the majority of the European countries, the 

U.S. and some other countries all have dnreloped industries. The rest of the 

world, and in particular, the previously colonial countries are Just beginning 

to build modem industries,, which are considered essential to economic and 

social development. It is generally admitted, that on« of the crucial problems 

of industrialisation and perhaps even the most crucial one is the develop»«** 

of industrial man-power; such development takes place within the framework of 

the overall structural change of the whole working population. 

Industrial development can certainly be accelerated If the interconnections 

between industrialization and the structural change of the labor force are 

recognized. The basic aspects of these interconnections are well known (and 

developed in detail in studies of Colin dark, Jean ffcursstler and others). A 

brief survey of the whole development seems, however, useful in order to place 

the more special man-power problems of the industry into the proper perspective.. 

At the beginning of the era of modern oeonenie development, in the now 

industrially developed countries, or perhaps more exactly at the beginning of 

the (first) industrial revolution, 80-90 percent of the total working popula- 

tion was occupied in agriculture. The rest of the labor force belongs« to 

industry (and construction) and the other service typt sectors. Small-scale 

enterprise connected with the family type of work organisation was predominant. 

This type of production, with mostly simple technologies,was mainly 

manual. The rat* of illiteracy was very high. Skills were acquired by prac- 
tical experience. 

Industry development and its impact on the labor force can be charac- 

terized by the following main features: 

A.. 
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The productivity of agriculture increased faster than agricultural produc- 

tion. Employment in agriculture decreased. Unemployed and under employed 

persons migrated from agriculture to the non-agricultural sectors. 

Large-scale enterprises based on the use of machinery and mechanical 

equipment appeared and became predominant in the industrial sector. The role 

of small-scale and domestic industry decreased within total industrial produc- 

tion (but conserved and even partly increased its activity in the field of 

services). Industrial production increased rapidly, the main source of the 

increase being for a long time the increase of industrial employment, Towards 

tuj end of this extensive-type of Industrial development, the share of indus- 

trial employment increased to about 3O40 percent, while agricultural employment 

decreased to about 25-35 percent of the total. At the same time, the rapid 

development of agricultural and Industrial production also generated the develop- 

ment of transports, of trade and of other service-type sectors; the employment 

in these reached about 30 to i»0 percent of the total. 

Industrial development generated the structural change of total employment: 

man-power shifted from agriculture to industry and services. The sex-composition 

of the labor-force (or more exactly of the labor force in non-family type enter- 

prises) also changed, with women leaving households and taking jobs. The 

increate of female man-power was, together with the increase of the population, 

the main source of the increase of total employment. The educational level of 

the labor force increased substantially. This was required mainly by the 

technological development of production and resulted in the elimination of 

illiteracy through general primary education. As it will be discussed later, 

more in detail, the Importance of all of forms of schooling increased in the 

development of the labor force. 

With the disappearance of the formerly prevailing abundancy of the labor force 

the extensive-type industrial development came to an end. Less man-power 

became available out of the traditional sources, namely agriculture and house- 

holds, and the service (tertiary) sectors absorbed a larger part of the total 

increase. As a consequence, the increase of industrial production became more 

and more a result of the Increase of productivity, instead of the increase of 

employment. This characterizes a new stage of economic development. 
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In this new "intensive type" development period, machinery and new 

scientific production methods are introduced also into agricultural production 

faster than previously. The share of agricultural employment continued to 

decrease to (in the most developed countries) k  to Ik  percent. In this period, 

with large-scale production already predominant in industry, automation is 

beginning. The role of domestic and small-scale industrial production is 

insignificant, and the increase of the industrial labor-force is being deter- 

mined by the increase of the population (disregarding the case of foreign 

labor-force in some countries), its share within total employment is already 

even decreasing in the most industrially developed countries. Employment in 

some industrial sectors is stagnating or even regressing, furnishing one of 

the sources of man-power for the dynamic, rapidly increasing industries. 

Regional development with regard to man-power resources is Acquiring more and 

more importance in total industrial development. 

The further increase of material-goods production naturally also generates 

the further development of transportation and trade. Up-to-date technical and 

organizational methods also increase their role in these sectors. Education 

and health services, as well as public administration, also absorb an increasing 

share of the labor force. The number of employed in these sectors increate« 

more rapidly than previously and their share in total employment surpasses 

that of industrial employment ; in the actually most developed countries, even 

the share of employment in industry and agricultura are taken together. 

Modem technological methods are becoming predooinant in mmy field of 

human activity. Automation is gradually expanding, and science appears as a 

direct productive force. Ornan.,* twmì education 1. acquiring ti» laaffnff 

ro|e in the formation of thf «mu necessary for produ^j^. The previously 

not fully recognized interconnections between education and the economy are 

becoming more and more apparent. It is sore and more admitted that the rate 

of economic development is determined directly and largely by the educational 

level of the labor-force. 

This structural change of the labor force within the three main economic 

sectors is shown in "¡ble 1. with the help of statistical data covering 2* 

countries and the period from the end of the last or the beginning of this 

A.. 
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century to up to the years 196O-1965. It is easy to recognize the clear tendency 

of the decrease of agricultural and the increase of the share of employment in 

services, as well as the connexion of these changes with the general level of 

economic development. Table 2 covers more countries, also including the 

developing countries and gives figures for a more recent year. This distribu- 

ti©« of the labor force Into the main economic sectors, and in particular, the 

lew participation in industrial activities in the developing countries is - as 

it is well Known - a very characteristic feature. The distribution according 

tô occupational group* is showing th« higher share of highly qualified special- 

ists, as well as of clerical, and sales workers, at higher levels of development» 

Finally, th« increased share of salariée employees and wage earners in the 

total labor fore« demonstrate» th« increased importance of large-scale enter- 

prises in tte« «er« developed countries. 

/... 
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The development of th« labor force of the individual industries - both 

fr<« the point of view of th« number of employed and of the level of skills - 

tahes place and can be properly understood within this broad framework. However, 

ir order to reeognls« the Min causes for the differences in the skill-pattern 

of the different industries, a brief survey of the different technologies used 

in the different industrial sectors seems to be necessary. 

The different technologies used in individual industrial sectors, obviously, 

largely determine the character of the required wan-power. Investigated in full 

detail» «»different industrial technologies are very diverse. However, from a 

more general poi«* of view, the Industrial sectors can be classified according 

to the nain characteristics of their technologies. These characteristics are 

connected on the one hand with the product itself, and on the other hand with 

the particular production techniques; the latter being of course largely deter- 

sine by the chemical, physical, etc. characteristics of the products. 

(Table 5) 

One part of th« products serving final consumption or further industrial 

us« can be considered as homogeneous, having uniform physical and chemical 

qualities. Th« overwhelming part of basic and auxiliary materials, the products 

©f mining, chemical and metallurgical products, textiles - in general the prod- 

ucts of most of the industrial sectors - belong to this group. The products of 

some - and very important - industries are composed of parts having different 

physical and chemical qualities. These products which are fitted together by 

assembly process«« can be called heterogeneous. The most important of such 

products are manufactured by the engineering Industries like electrical 

machinery, »«Mel««, instruments, etc., but clothing, shoes, furniture also 

oelong t© this group. (Of course the above criterion - as well as the other 

criteria which will be dlscu»s«d below - do not permit a very exact and unequivo- 

cal classification In every case. In the case of printing, for example, it is 

not easy to decide whether Its products, namely books, newspapers, or reviews, 

should be considered homogeneous, or heterogeneous. The material itself, 

namely piper, has of course the same qualities. However, considering that the 
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products are diversified and that bookbinding is an assembly-type operarior., 

it seems appropriate to consider printing as an industry producing hetoro/;en.:oa'3 

products.) 

The production process is determined by the diversification of the product 

mix of the industry in question, or more exactly of the single plant belonging 

to the industry. There is certainly some connection between technology and 

the fact as to whether the plant produces a larger variety of products or a 

narrower one. In the case of homogeneous products, the diversification is 

generally narrower and with heterogeneous products usually vider; this, 

however, is only the general tendency and not the absolute rule. If we dis- 

regard by-products and less important products only one product is produced by 

(electrical) power plants, by the plants of the building materials and (in 

most cases) by the plants of the food industries, as well as by single mines 

for which, as already mentioned, the character of the products is homogeneous. 

A wide diversification of products characterizes in general the engineering 

and the clothing industries, although there are some plants belonging to the 

engineering industries which produce only a few, or in some cases, even only 

one product. (For example in the case of radio receivers, TV-sets, or pas- 

senger cars.) However, there are some industries, for example, the chemical 

industry and in particular the production of drugs, with which, although the 

product itself is homogeneous, the variety of the products to be considered is 

at least moderately wide. 

The variety of the products (diversification) is also important because 

this fact will largely determine whether the products manufactured are changing 

and with what frequency. This fact is closely connected with product develop- 

ment and therefore with the requirement of highly qualified technical man-power. 

It can be observed in this respect that there is no change or only a very slow 

change in Industries where the product is homogeneous and the diversification 

rather narrow; for example, in the case of electricity or of building materials, 

In the caae of heterogeneous products and wide product diversification - for 

example in the clothing industry or in several sectors of the engineering 

industries - the change of products is very frequent. The rate of change of 

the products has an impact on the amount of work to be devoted to product 
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influences the requirements in the highly qualified technical labor and, of 

course, also the basic knowledge necessary for manual workers.    Chemical 

teclinologies are obviously utilized in the chemical industries, both chemical 

and mechanical technologies are utilized in metallurgy, in the building mate- 

rials industries and in sone sectors of the food industries and mainly 

mechanical technologies in the other Industrial sectors.   Technological pro- 

cesses and,  in particular, their organization is different according to the 

batch-size.     In this respect, we distinguish individual. serial and mass- 

production.    As a rule there is mass-production in the case of homogeneous 

products and processes and serial production in the heterogeneous case.    In 

the engineering Industries, all three cases, namely individual, serial and 

mass production can be found. 

The skill requirements - mainly form the point of view of the skilled 

workers - can be tttraditionalw or "scientific".   The skills which require 

mainly practical experience and know-how, and in the case of which the skills 

of the large-scale industries are the organic continuation of the artisan 

skills can be considered "traditional".    In the case of the "scientific" 

skills, manual dexterity has less importance.   The essential thing is the 

control of the processes with the help of instruments and regulation based on 

the observation of these instruments.    Long practical experience is not so 

important to perform these Jobs as is a higher educational level, the com- 

prehension of the production processes, and of written instructions and the 

aptitude to make the required written reports.   Now, if we classify the 

individuai Industries from the point of view of this last criterion» and if 

we disregard the cases of the total automation which are rather exceptional, 

even in the most developed countries, the traditional skills are predominant 

in the light industries (except perhaps paper production), and in the food 

Industries.    Scientific skills are predominant in the chemical industries and 

in electricity.   The skills of the engineering industries and of metallurgy 

are partly traditional and partly scientific. 

From the point of view of the relationships of men performing the .lob 

and of the machinery the technological processes can be classified into the 

following categories: 

/.. 
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Material handling and maintenance form, of course, an integral part o: 

the total technological process. The Jobs connected with these are charterer— 

ized by the fact that the skill requirements are not or not only connected with 

the main technologies. To maintain buildings we need skills of the building 

industry and to maintain machinery mainly skills which characterize the engineer 

ing industrie«. Of course, the maintenance of textile-producing equipment or- 

of machinery in the food industry will also require special experience in 

these industries. Skill requirements in material handling are generally not 

very high and connected mostly to the character of the material. (For example, 

liquids or solids, large and heavy or small and light pieces, etc.) The in- 

fluence of these different technologies on manpower, in the case of individual 

industries, will toe discussed in the following chapters more in detail. 

k.    magnification of Industries Based m the Quality 
~3ree 

Before the present era of large-scale industries, the production of 

industrial goods took place in artisanal and small-scale shops.    Here the same 

person generally perforitied the whole production process without division of 

labor into intellectual or manual work or into simple or more complex opera- 

tions.    Mechanisation and large-scale production, to the contrary, is charac- 

terised by detailed division of labor.    Management, organization and control 

of the production are now the main task of technical and scientific, but also 

of other highly qualified personnel. 

The tasks of these highly qualified specialists are being differentiated 

further by technical development.   This differentiation is taking place con- 

cerning both:    a) the special field of science or technology, (e.g., mechanical, 

chemical, etc. engineers), and b) the educational level.    In this latter 

respect there are in «ost countries technical specialists with full university 

(academic) curricula and technicians having completed secondary type education. 

In some countrlea there is a third type of technical education, intermediate 

between the secondary and university level with two or three years courtsea 

based on a previous secondary level curriculum. 

The tasks of the manual workers are also differentiated t>y technical 

development.    From the point of view of skill requirements there are three 
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the education of who» require, a 1^ „,»* (generally aeveralT«») 
cruized apprentice^ « education.    A second g•, of work«, p^or« 
.iapler task, for which training period, of .o» „«, or ,t «,,< of soo. 
»onth. are sufficient.    Thi. group - for exaapi., «cMne oper.tor. „ ^.^ 
on cone assembly lines - a,-« called seai-sknixi «~.i._.     mv c-iiea Mi-miiiaa vork«r|     The group of non- 
eMlfra worker* pB-form. tart, not requiring any previous organi»«» training 
e.g., material handling and other auxiliary type jobs. 

*nua! work 1. also differentiated a. to it. technical content.    A rath« 
important part of the arti«»! rtill. 1. lotine ground or ev„ diaapp^rin,. 
Cher craft, acquire! nev cont«t censoring,,, old n«.    N« technologie.   ln 

particular electronic., gave birth to practically co.plet.iy ne» «km..     ' 

A. a result of the divi.io« of labour briefly ««eribed above on the on. 
hand and the .pecial technologie. char«t«-i.ing Individ«! induatrU! .est«, 
«*  di.cu.sed „or. i„ detail m chapt«, ¡, ^ the ,*.„„. taM> ^^ _ 

JSÍiíffis beca« typical for the diffwent industri... Tb«. .kill-pattern, can 
be d..cribed fro» Wo differ«* «pect., «phwi.ing it,«. ^ 1#V#J „ ^^ 
tion of the labour force or it. »kill structure. 

The particular indu.tritó .«tor. are charaet»!»«! by one or »or. of the 
following three condition.:    a) the u« of the «» (or of a .talUr) «t«Ul. 
b) production of th. aa» (or .,»iUr) type of product., „d e) „ . rmM rf ' 
the foregoing, the «u» or .IMUr technology of production.   It o« be arg«* 
« Purely logical ground that the« .iMUrttle. .hould rehire .UrtUr .kill 
return, fo, pi»t. „,longlns t0 tne „,. iniMttU1 umm ^ giaiur rtm 

sterns for the «u» mdu.trl.1 .«tor eve» i» different cowtrte.. Nov lf 

ther. really are such .iail^itie. i» th. .kill Input, of the individu* ^ 

trie., the cle«r recognition of the relev«t intwrelationrtip. vili be helpful 
in Planning and proving induatri* develop•», providing a bwtw powibllity 
to g«r indu.tri.1 d«.lop»«,t to the „i.tlng (o, for.«abl.) Ubour ft«, „ 

«» on. hand, and to develop a labour force «cording to exi.ting (or p«.ibl.) 
industries. 

Ho/ever,  some rmmk, met to im necea^ry in thi« rwpect. 

/... 
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1) The labour force or more exactly its skill pattern - which is one of 

the most important or even the most important input of industrial production - 

is more flexible than other types of inputs, the possibilities of substitution 

b«ing much wider.    To produce one given product, the materials to be used should 

usually be exactly the same.    In some cases a few different matei "al mixes are 

possible.    As to the skill content of the labour force, there are always more 

possibilities of substitution between adjoining categories, for example, between 

engineers and technicians, skilled and semi-skilled or semi-skilled and unskilled 

workers.   The same is largely true concerning the special crafts, identical 

operations being performed, for example, by mechanicians or fitters, etc. 

2) The effective skill-content of the same profession or craft is not 

always identical in different coyntries, or sometimes even in one and the same 

country.    Professional denominations are largely traditional and by no means 

rational or based on scientific analysis.   For example, engineers and technicians 

can have formal schooling of very different levels in different countries.    In 

one and the same country, skilled workers in different industries can have dif- 

ferent effective qualifications, having undergone different types of training. 

(In Hungary, for example, practically all of the skilled workers of the engineer- 

ing industries completed at least three years of organized apprenticeship after 

leaving primary school.    In the clothing industry, on the other hand, as well as 

in «i« production of construction materials, about fifty percent of the skilled 

workers are considered, as such, on the basis of practical experience and have 

no formal school-type certificate. ) 

3)   Data on the qualification of the labour force in national statistics 

are wy often scarce, especially concerning the subdivision into the different 

industrial sectors.    Such data are even often contradictory.    In the 

Uhited Kingdom, for example, 1961 and 196 data on the proportion of the skilled 

workers in the clothing industry varied between 12 and 7** percent.    Similar 

variations are found for leather production, namely between 21 and 79 percent 

and for wood products and furniture between 52 and 78 percent.    One part of this 

difference is of course explained by a difference of coverage, but even the 

/... 
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differences between statistics having amarm+w +>,» «,« -, / saving apparently the same coverage seem to be 
quite large.«/ 

It)   The international comparability of labour statistics concerning 

qualifications is, in spite of so», effort, „de by international orsanisatlons 
very restricted. ' 

Bearing in mind the foregoing, and within the limits of the available 

information, it will be attempted in the following to Investigate the dif- 

ferences in the skill requirements of individual industries in three respects 
namely concerning: * 

(A) the average skill content (or quality) of the labour force; 

(B) the requirements of the highly qualified technical labour force 
(engineers, scientists and technicians); 

(C) the requirements of manual workers, mainly skilled and semi-skilled 
workers. 

y   Computed on the basis of: 

„, Wood 
N    ,^, „ £*21i*ag hS&£hSL Processing 

a)   1961 Census, Industry Table 
Part I.    Table 5 

30 79 T8 
k) 1965 Annual Abstracts of 

Statistics No. 102. 
•>lel31 T» „ ft 

c) 1965 Industries in G.B. 
Ministry of Labour 
Gazette.   Jan. 1966, 
Table25 TT 5T 65 

à)   1965 Industries in G.B. 
Ministry of labour 
Gazette.   Jan. 1966. 
Table 1-20. 12 a ^ 

The difference between c) and d) is causad Wv « *<#*—«.*. 4 * 
of the "skilled worker" level; d) refe^lo^Luel^líf e^tatl°n 

also semi-skilled workers, while c) anTy £ 4¡^XTí¡3!   C0V<Sring 

apprenticeship or equivalent training ing under6°ne 

/... 
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A) Classification of Industries based on the average skill content 

of the labour force 

As already mentioned above, the principal method of transmitting the know- 

ledge and skills necessary for production was, before the industrial eia, tue 

direct passing on of working experience. Formal education in schools did not 

play a major role as far as the training for production was concerned. The 

knowledge necessary to perform certain operations - at times even complex opéra- 

tions and accordingly requiring sophisticated knowledge - was transmitted orali:' 

and by practical experience from generation to generation. As a contrast in the 

now industrially developed societies the, by far, overwhelming part of technical 

knowledge and experience is laid down In written form. Formal education in 

schools plays the central role in the training and development of skills. Thi3 

of course does not mean that the direct handing over of working experience, in 

general on-the-job training does not have an Important role in industrial 

societies, but it is rather a continuation and completion of formal schooling 

and very largely based on this latter. 

The quality of the labour force is therefore largely determined by the 

levels of schooling. There is, however, no exact and internationally accepted 

method to measure and compare the quality and complexity of labour. Several 

methods have been proposed in this respect, based essentially on three types of 

consideration. 

Some economists suggest measuring the quality and complexity of labour on 

the basis of the wages earned by the given category of man-power. This method 

presupposes a perfect market mechanism under which every good - including labour - 

will be bought and sold at the most "rational" price. As it is necessary to have 

more schooling in order to perform more complex tasks the investment in schooling 

is repaid, even with a certain rate of interest, by the higher wages earned by 

labour of higher quality. Although this type of reasoning may have some justifi- 

cation, it does not seem to be appropriate to measure the differences in the 

quality of labour according to this method. As it is well known occupational 

wage differences are also influenced by various factors other than the effective 

skill content, as occasional scarcities, traditional status, the physical effort 

required, working conditions, etc. It can even be observed, in industrial 
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cowtrl... that, the «ge^ifr^tui. ft««, th. .i.pl. .„„ th. «r. COKpln 

tasks have » tend.nc, to ^rea«, „hU. th. differ««. ln th. roqulrl «»li, 
ficatioii are rother increasing. 

Another ,ethod of »curing the quality of labour 1. based on the length < 

the educational currieui « (number of years «pent m school or in formi train- 

lng).    This method eliminates the distortions due to accidental vage differen- 

tials.    However, the costs of education, both fro« the point of view of the 

society and    the Individual, art very different on the different stag- of 

schooling;  lover at the beginning and higher later on.   This is so, not only 

because the costs of education are higher at the secondary than at th* priaary 

level and even higher at the university or post graduate level, but also beeaus 

the «opportunity cost« of keeping a person away fro» the working population   th 

loss of national incoae for the society and the loss of earnings for the inaivi 
dual being higher for persona acre aged and having more education. 

Th« »ethod which is proposed hereibr the aeaaure of the quality and cc*- 

Pl**lty of labour takes into account not only the ti.« spent in school (or In 

other formi training), but also the total coat, of education at the different 

educational levels,   l^ese costs comprise (1) investaent, personnel and aateria: 

cost of educational institutions, (2) costs of living of the students;  («ainly 

borne by the families);  (3) other costs connected with the students, bearne by 

the society (grants, scholarships, etc.), and (k) the opportunity cost of 

education for the society, naaeiy the loss in national incoe* because of the 
delay to enter the working population. 

The relative levels of the quality and complexity of labour bated on this 
reasoning and on actual Hungarian data are the following: 

A. 

2|¡l§§§f|gK 
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Occupation 

Unskilled worker 

Skilled worker 

number of years : ending level 
of       schooling  

Technician 

Engineer 

8       ': elementary 

11 apprentice- 
ship 

12 : secondary 

IT : university 

Level     of 
complexity of labour 

1.00 

1.35 

1.92 

3.81 

Source:    J. Kovács:    Education and investment. 
Review Economique, No. ?-8.    1966. 

0a the basis of this or SOM other appropriate system of weights, the 
average level of qualification of the labour force can be computed for the 
individual industrial sector«, provided that the scholarity level or «ore 
exactly the number of year« «pent in school be known.   This method will give 
better re»ult« than taking into account only the number of year« «pent in 
school, because the importance of the more highly qualified aan-power will be 
more apfrepriataly reflect«*.   Sufficiently detailed data were available only for 
two countries, namely for the united State« and Hungary.   Consequently, the 
comparison and analysis urns worked out for the«« countries and based on effective 

length of education and training, but on Hungarian costs. 

(It has to be noted, that international comparison« are nevar accurats from 
•very point of view. In the present cat« ths weights are based on the relative 
costs of education of ths Hungarian school-system, as well ss on Hungarian cost« 
of living. Anartcsn costs would be of course différent. However, as the at* of 
ths comparison is only to demonstrate sonerei tendencies, thi« syst«* of coeffi- 

cients csn bs accepted. 

Table U shows the average complexity of labour in individual Hungarian and 
A««rican industries, a« umll as th» deviation of ths industrial average in both 

Some important conclusions can be drawn fro« these data. 

The comparison deals with countries being on very different levels of 
economic and industrial dsvelopmsnt.   According!» the resulting coefficients 

/... 
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are hl*» in th. ¿«arican indu.try both for the individual .actor, and for th. 
indu.try a. a whol..    Howvtr, in «pit. of this difference and in .pit. of the 
difference m the .it. and other circuitane., of th. two industries, the devia- 
tion. of th. individual sector* from th. industrial average are .Hallar in th. 
two countri...   Th. difference, in th. di.tanc. fro» thi. average ar. of y> 

point, m on. caw (precision engineering) and of 8-12 point, m k further cases 
fch^ical industry, miningt tl#ctrlc Bachinwy> ^ tnmÊmta€) ^ ^ ftppr^ 

ciabl. differ*»., being éM with th. 10 other s^tors.   ftutmi«, charec 

t«ri.tic, that - with Wo exception. - the eoaplexlty of labour can be classified 
mm high, aedi« or low m the ca.. of the MM indugiai sectors, coapar«! to 

the awag. of th. iMuetry a. . wfeou.   A.lt toMM.^nj, thUeorfn. 
elm i. «diu., for both countri« that i. within ± 3 percent of th. indusmal 
•**reg., inth.caMofth.lronanda^l.a« production,   w. have an averag. 
eo-plexity level m atoing and «etallurgy m Hungary, while according to the data 
th. !•*•! i. high in «lnlng and low in aetallurEflr for the united State..   The 
difference for mining can probably be explained by the fact that share of lea. 
qualified labour decrees* in the United State, beoauae of the favourable 
illogical conditio«, and th. high level of «echenlsatlon.   In Hungary, to the 
contrary, geological condition, in alnlng and, in particular, in coal alning ar. 
•uch IM favourabl. and production 1. - partly also becsuse of the fan«. *,„<» 
- con.lderably lew ««chanlted, the share of less qualified labour being there- 
fore higher.   It i. »or. difficult to find «n «planati«» for the differ«., in 
»•tallurgy.   (Long tenn .tetistics show that the absolut, nuaber of sallied 
vcarker. decreced In the Unit« statw since 1920.   T^, i9 ^^^ emmmUA 

with a type of technical development reducing particularly   the „urtar of akin« 
worker.,) 

At any rat. the con.lu.lon can be drawn that the relative qualification. 
lWtì * **• Wboup «**• -*1«** 4« individual Industries 1. dfrUrlned baaio- 
illY for tfiif tBduftrUj fühno|ofvit more or lee. independently from th. .is. of 
th. country or froa the actual level of development of the industry. 

A.. 
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Table *3 

Comparison of Industries In the U.S. and Hungary According to the 
Average Complexity of labor 

United States Both countries Hungary 

I. High 

Mining Chemical & rubber 
Industry 

Engineering industries 
Machinery except elee* 

trical 
Electrical machinery 

and appliances 
Precision engineering 
Printing 

mm 

II. Médit» 

Iron and aetal Mining 

Metallurgy 

SIS. Low 

Metallurgy Building materials 
industry 

Wood processing industry 
Paper industry 
Textile industry 
Leather and fur industry 
Feed industry 

•afea 



,he  larcas, of the number of ,hite collar workers,  in particular the 
ircrease of the miniar nr VMMO,,  •>,•*._•..•, ,    . 

--  ~^o—.,   milieu  uecrmicai specialists, is a well 
«nown pher^cnon . oi,,G with eCo„oHie and ^^ ^^^    u ^  ^ 

.-,=„•, .,ov r.ne share of «us highly qualified „»n-Fower spared to tke t 

- -.   -w  .i..vUiJ.oaica öüiui'i the main  qprfnra  /-.f +1*« Ä  aiL se<-tors 01 the economy and amonp- the 
-amuuai sectors of the industry.    ve are interested here ,„ this la,t aeMct 

o»  the pro**,,    appropriately detailed data are available for the united nates 

..* Hu.,Hary and contained in Tablai.    As can he expected, the number of tech- 

nical specialists per 1.CÜ0 of employed l. substantially higher in the indu-. 

01  the u.:., nanely, 70 against 1,0 in the Hungarian industry.^ 

The deviations of Individual sectors from the industrial ave*, e can he 

very important.    The range i, between 1! and 257 per cent in the U.S. and between 

33 and 205 rer cent in the case of Hungary.    Co^ed with this wide range, the 

deference between the technical sklll-lntensltle. concerning th. same Wirttol 

industries of the two countries are not very considerable.    If „. group the 

individual industries in three categories, having high, medium and low skm- 

Intensities (chares of hiEhly qualified technical nan-power) - a. it va. don. in 

maO. - we find a difference only for metallurgy, which .how. high intenaity 

in Hungary an. low intensity in the U.S.    Conse,«e„tly, Indu-trlal t.^m 

BEain is found donlnant in determining the r.Tt,v. ^.^ <B „^ 
qualified technical iran-power. 

£/    ^^l^^H^\^i^l9UiKfBrtaat'    Hungarian data refer to the number of persons having obtained the appropriate diplomas whileth. 
frican data concern persons working as. «£•£•, iSSSS. ct a. 
acientista.    Now, according to the U.S. Census of PopolatioTî^ "ly 

abouf^ IT" IT 1° *** Cent °f perSons workln« ^"engine^s^d Sy 
ÏÏSÏ J   P Ï f       °f PerSOnS WOrking as 8ci^tists had lompletedunweit* 
education of 4 years or more, and only 8o per cent of persons vorWnTal 
technicians had at least 12 years of schooling.    Adequate correTuc^f wild 
bring the U.S.  figure substantially down, or alternatively ralsl 2¡J2^ the Hungarian figures. »j.^ra*i-ivej.y raise somewhat 

A.. 
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"e can go one step further i» the analysis. As technical specialists 

belong to different categories, concerning the narrcver professions, it can be 

investigated which kind of professionals are working in the individual industries 

oome agrégation is indicated at the outset because the „«ber of specialities 

is vtrv great. As about 70-Po per cent of engineers belong to the categories of 

mechanical, electrical or chemical engineer. - at least m the industrially 

developed countries - we can „arrow down the closer investigation to these pro- 

fessions, m some industrial sectors the characteristic profession, of the 

««tor ,!„.. an important role, for «»„pi., Blni„e «gte, or metallurgical 

engineers. BbisJ „as worked out based on Hungwian data to show the distri- 

bution of engineers according to th... prof...ion. and according to th. indivi- 
dual industries. 

As the table .hows cl«rt» - with th. .«.ption of 3 .«tor. - at lea.t 

75 t*r cent, but in .0» CM., .V«, 90 p«- «nt of th. mgineer. Ulong to th. 

three l«di„„ categories alrwdy motioned, n«.iy lo th. cat.gori.. of 

mechanic.), electrical or ch-lctì ««in,«,. Th. .p«ial prof...ion. of th. 
.«tor play an important rol. only ln Blnlng „j ln «^„^ ^ ^^ 

prof...ion is determined by th. ch«mctw of th. indu.tri.1 technology which 

can be mainly m.chanlc.1 or «inly ch-lc.1 fehnology. Accordingly, ch-io*l 

engineer, for» the leading prof...!«»»! group in th. chemical indu.try, in th. 

tetter and fur industry, a. well a. ln food processing, while the t^rta«. 

of chemical and mechanical «glnMr. i. .»out th* Mn in th. building »t«-i.l. 

industry. The importance of m«hwi<»l «ngin«r. i. appreciable In .«ry indu*. 
try, thi. is even the leading ,****« ln 7 „* of u ln4uitrtol 8(lcW 

Excptions are - m addition to th. .«¡tor. airily motioned - t.l«.«unic.- 

tlon engineering and eKetrlclty production, «h«, electrical engin«» pl.y 
the donarían t role. 

Th« intensity of highly cjuallfied tactical «an-pover utilisation is higbwt 

in the engineering and the ehesiical intüíatriet. This circumstance is also con- 

nected with the characteristics of industrial technologies used in these sector. 

which have, as shown in UHLO, particularly important amount of product 

development. As it is veil known, highly qualified technical apecialists are 

particularly needed for this type of work. In addition, the preparation of 

A.. 
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the production process is also important in tht engineering industries, 
requiring a great amount of technical work. 

C)    ^sificatlon of ìn^f?ÌJ^M^ording to t>- ^mrmw%i 

Because of the lack of detailed and internationally comparable labour 

statistics, a realistic comparison is particularly difficult in the field of 

blue-collar workers of different skills.    It is hardly possible to distinguish 

the real differences in the man-power structure from the differences in the 

statistical system or in the denomination of the different categories. 

Tablât shows the share of skilled workers in the industrial labour force 
of four countries, namely of the United States, the United Kingdom, France and 

Hungary.    The pattern is less uniform here than in the case of the previous 

comparisons.    In order to facilitate the comparison, we distinguished only two 

groups of industrial sectors in Sable 10.   The share of the skilled workers in 

the first group is higher and in the second group lower than the industrial 

average.    As it can be seen in Table 30, industries are ranke* in the same group 

only in the case of 8 sectors for all countries, even from the point of view of 

this not very „arrow condition.    There are differences in the case of metallurgy, 

wood processing and the clothing industry which belong to different groups for 
the different countries. 

The clothing industry belongs to- the group of low skill intensity in the 

U.S. and U.K., while to the group of high skill intensity in France and Hungary. 

For this, the following tentative explanation can be given.    Large-scale clothing 

ir4ustry has been developed out of small-scale industry, the Utter being suc- 

cessively absorbed and replaced by large plants.    In this process, workers who 

acquired skills in small-scale industry, for example, tailors, dressmakers, and 

seamstresses, are entering large-scale enterprises where the work, of at least 

part of them, is more a semi-skilled than a skilled Job.    Because of reacons 

connected with this artisanal tradition, workers coming from small-scale indus- 

tries, and even newly trained workers, can be considered as skilled although the 

level of the Job is mpre likely to be on the semi-skilled level.    It can be 

clearly established, that the high proportion of skilled workers in the 

A.. 
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Hungarian clothing industry can be linked to this circumstance and not, t ; 

technology.    It can be supposed that the situation is similar  ir t ie French 

clothing industry.    In addition, in this latter,  the ^reat Importance >f the 

"haute couture" can play a part.    In the United Kingdom and particularly  ;- 

the United States, on the other hand, large-scale clothine industry huu been 

developed for a long time and the importance of traditions mentioned oar Li er 

is less important.    (However, we were not able to find a convincing reiüor   for 

the differences concerning metallurgy where the share of skilled labour is 

high in the United States and low in the other countries and for wood processing 

where this share is high only in the United Kingdom.) 

The engineering industries employ a high proportion (56-H8 per cent) of 

skilled labour in the countries we consider here.   As it is shown in Table 9 

the proportion of skilled labour is in every country higher in the   engineering 

sector than the industrial average.   The engineering sectors therefore strongly 

influence the industrial average and compared to engineering the skill intensity 

is low - except for printing - in other sectors. 

Because of the above circumstances, it is rather difficult to discover the 

direct connections between skill composition and technologies.    It seems, how- 

ever, that the skill intensity is high or at least near the average in sectors 

with heterogeneous products, high product diversification, and with a high rate 

of change of the products.    To the contrary, the skill intensity is low In sec- 

tors having homogeneous products and production processes, less product diversi- 

fication, and a low rate of product change. 

There is a clear tendency concerning the structural change of the skill 

composition within the group of skilled workers.    This tendency consists in 

the increase of such trades which are closely connected to mechanisation and 

automation, in general, to new techniques and to large-scale production, while 

the share of trades connected to small-scale and domestic industry decreases. 

Data showing this tendency are contained in TabJLe 11 for the United states in 

I9OO-I96O and on Table 12 for Hungary in 1930-1965.   The American data covering 

more than half a century show that skills connected with the operation and 

particularly with maintenance of machinery and equipment, the number of 
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electricians, foremen and machine-operators in the engineering industries 

increased v/ithin the total skilled industrial labour force to more than the 

double. The shure of the second group, with skills based on traditional snail- 

scale production decreased. The decrease was most important for the trades of 

tailors and shoemakers, here not only the percentage in the whole but also the 

absolute number of skilled workers consistently decreased fro« the beginning 

of the century.  Hungarian data in Table 12 show the same tendency which can 

be found also for France. In the latter case, the skill» connected with the 

engineering and chemical industries and with metallurgy increased free kS to 

1*8 per cent of the total in the period 195U-1962, while the share of the other 

skills connected mainly with the light industries decreased from 58 to 52 

per cent. 

D) Composition of the Skilled Labour Force by Industrial g«ctor* 

The skill composition of the industrial labour force can be differentiated 

not only according to the skilled, semi-skilled and non-skilled categories, 

but also according to the different trades. These trade» can have very dif- 

ferent denominations and skill-content in individual countries depending en 

traditions, the system of education and the level of development of th* 

industry. In Hungary, for example, there is actually regular apprenticeship 

of three years for 315 different trades. . The majority of skilled workers is, 

however, concentrated Into much less categories. More than 2/3 of the skilled 

labour force belong to 35 professions out of the total 315 and k2 per  cant of 

the skilled industrial labour force is concentrated into only six professions. 

As the manpower statistics broken down by industries and by skills wart avail- 

able again  only for Hungary, the analysis of the skill composition is being 

made on the statistical data of only one country. 

Table 13 contains the share of skilled workers for these six trades, and, 

in addition, for the trades characteristic of some of the sectors given in 

detail in footnotes of the table. The six trades in question appear in every 

industrial sector and account for more than 50 per cent in 5 out of the 15 

sectors and for 11-31 per cent in h additional sectors. The basic trades of 

the engineering industry, namely fitters, mechanics, skilled machine tool 

operators electricians give four out of the six leading skills. This fact is 
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obviously connected with rnair and maintenance of machinery.    The same holds 

for bricklayers and joiners (cabinetmakers) who are also needed for repair 

jobs in every sector,    /iccordiru: to the Hungarian data ko per cent of the 

skilled labour force belong to some special trade of the individual sectors. 

Such trades are for example that of finer», printers, etc. 

As it can be seen the characteristic trades of the engineering industry 

play an important role in every industrial sector. 

5.    gWfffy. Concluions« itecCTmnend^lons 

1. Economic and social development is going together with a structural 

change of the labour-force and consequently there is a characteristic strwiur« 

of the labour force corresponding to a given level of economic developaent.    -the 

main feature of this structural change in the eours* of developaent is a shift 

in the sectoral distribution of the labour force and, In particular, a decrease 

of agricultural man-power.   There is» first, a substantial increase of employ- 

ment In Industry, which is slowing down or even stabilising, later to give way 

to a aere accelerated expansion of the share of employaient in the service sec- 

tors.   In addition, the share of white-collar workers increases to the expense 

of blue-collar worker; there is an accentuated grewth In the first category 

mainly of technical specialists and in ths second mainly of well-qualified 

skilled workers.   The educational levels are generally growing, school éduca- 

tion is playing an increasing role In training and sklll-formatton for practical 

jobs. 

2. Han-power employed in industry, or »ora exactly. In Individual indus- 

trial sectors, is in the center of interest of «ils study. The most important 

characteristics of man-power are its educational level, the share of technical 

specialists (engineers, scientists, technicians) and of skilled workers In the 

total and the occupational composition of the qualified labour-force. Man-power 

of the individual industrial sectors has a characteristic structure as to the 

educational levels end the occupational composition. This structure Is mainly 

determined by the industrial technology used In the sector, more closely by 

the homogeneous or heterogeneous character of the products and production 

processes, by the diversity of the product mix and the rate of change of the 

A.. 
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product», tu« teteh sises of production, the amount of work necessary for 

product develop»«* «id by the mechanical or chemical character of the technology- 
In the min production process. 

The average complexity (educational level) of labour can be appropriately 

aeaaured by a systsa of coefficiente, which also takes into Account, in addition 

to the length of tine necessary to attain the différent levels, the direct 

end indirect coats of education and training. This aethod make, perceptible 

the importance of the «ore highly qualified labour-force. The complexity of 

labour measured with euch a aethod (or with any other aethod) is higher in 

eountrie» with aore developed industries. The complexity of labour in the 

individu»! industrial sectors differs fron the industriel average, and the 

difference is characteristic for the sectors, having the eaae tendency in 

industries on very dissemblable levels of deve 1 opeent. This fact can be 

traced bade to the circumstance aentioned above, nasely to the influence of 

technology on the composition of labour in the industrial sectors. 

3. The flow of the labour-force among sectors and occupations shows 

•©m* fairly regular characteristics. Non-skilled agricultural man-power is 

transferred mainly to non-skilled occupations of the industry and of other 

economic sectors. Fart of it then goes over rather slowly into occupations 

requiring semi-skilled and »killed workers. Sectoral and regional mobility 

can be relatively high, particularly for the non-skilled labour force. 

Occupational mobility toward» work places requiring higher qualification» is 

on the other hand rather slow because of the problems of training and educa- 

tion; both in the case of the up-grading of adults and in the case of the 

training of the new generation. Man-power planning and the prevision of 

requirements to be expected 1» important because it can facilitate the slow 

and difficult process In question through planning snd preparing formal educa- 

tion and other aethod» of training and through harmonizing the structure of 

the educational and training output with the structure of real requirements. 

There are looses connected with the non-concordance of these structures and 

also with educational outputs which are higher than what is needed, especially 

in developing countries where relatively important resources have to be devoted 
to education. 

/... 
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k.    As the skill and educational structure of the labour-force can be 

modified onL. slowly, it la very important to take into account appropriately 

the existing resources of man-power. In this respect, small-scale industries 

can represent an important basis foreman-power development, in particular when 

skills required in small-scale indu.' tries can be well utilized in large-scale 

plants, as in the case of the clothing, leather and fur industries, printing 

etc. Engineering industries, which play a particularly important role in 

development and which employ about 1/5 of the industrial labour-force in 

developed countries deserve special attention in this respect. Man-power of 

ths mechanical maintenance and repair workshops, whieh are established earlier 

or are already existing in developing countries» can be used as a nucleus +.0 

form the nan-power of the engineering industries proper. On the other h&ut, 

as the typical skills of the engineering industries sre also necessary in every 

other industrial sector, the former can be used as a basis in forming the repair 

and maintenance labour fecce of the other sectors. 

5. The comparison and analysis of international »an-power data is likely 

to give valuable information for man-power planning and development and is 

therefore essential to solve the problems in this field, in particular, of 

developing countries. Lessons drawn froa international data can reflect, 

however, only the main interconnexions and tendencies. The hopes sees to be 

exaggerated, according to which there are possibilities to build on the bonis 

of such data general and universal mathematical models for men-power planning 

or to establish nan-power utilization coefficients, which would permit to 

transpose - taking into account the relative productivity levels - the propor- 

tions prevailing in one country into the plans of SOM other. This is hardly 

possible, on the one hand, because of the fact that actual nan-power utilisa- 

tion Is influence, in addition to technology, by historical end social circum- 

stances, which - reinforced by the substitutaeility of different labour inputs - 

can produce man-power structures in one country which are by far not appro- 

priate in some other, and on the other hand, because of the very restricted 

International comparability of labour statistics. 
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This, of course, does not mean that international man-power statistics 

are useless; on the contrary, that steps should be taken to improve the data 

and increase their comparability. This mainly means the improvement of occupa- 

tional statistics. Efforts are being made in this direction by the 

International Labour Organisation, with the help of experts and some other 

international organizations, principally in order to modernize the International 

Standar« Classification of Occupations. In this latter respect, there is 

actually tose conflict between the requirements of historical statistics 

(comparability with previous censuses) and the requirements of planning. In 

the present statistical system the points of view of occupations, spheres of 

activity, skill« and educational achievements are intermingled. For man-power 

planning the nuober of persons working "as..." (for example engineers) and the 

number of persons educated for these occupations are the moat important aspects. 

The knowledge of these data is also necessary in order to know the number of 

persons educated for and employed in individual occupations and the social 

loss resulting from the poeaible differences. It has to be trken into account 

ihat school-type formal education has an increasing role, especially for more 

highly qualified man-power. 

Statistics should therefore be directed to report aainly the levels and 

Min types of skills and education, as well as the actual requirements of jobs 

in those respects. Fri» the practical point of view cf collecting statistical 

data, experience seem to prove that only census data can be sufficiently com- 

plete, taken at regular intervals and on the basis of the same or at least 

stallar methodology, to really persit international comparison. The 

International standard Classification of Occupations is also used mainly in 

censuses, which should he considered as the main source of internationally 

comparabls data. Special surveys can, of course, play an auxiliary role. It 

should therefore be »tteapted to reconcile the traditional requirements of 

censuses and the new requirement of man-power planning. The tfcited Nations 

could play an important role in ensuring that these new requirements, which are 

important in particular for the developing countries, be taken into account at 

the occasion of the world census of 1970. 






